The primary cilium in different tissues-lessons from patients and animal models.
Primary cilia are specialized organelles consisting of an axoneme anchored to the plasma membrane through the basal body consisting of two centrioles. They protrude from the cell surface of almost all mammalian cells. Mutations in genes encoding for ciliary proteins cause ciliopathies, which are characterized by a wide spectrum of phenotypes, including polycystic kidney, hepatic disease, malformations in the central nervous system, skeletal defects, retinal degeneration, and obesity. Both clinical studies and animal models have revealed that during embryogenesis, primary cilium play an essential role in defining the correct patterning of the body. In this study, we focused our attention on the tissues mainly affected in ciliopathies, such as the kidney, liver, and central nervous system. Emerging studies reveal that the primary cilium may play similar roles, leading to distinct functions according to the different cell type and developmental stages. The state of the art in primary cilia studies reveals a very complex role. The aim of this review is to evaluate the recent advances in the function of primary cilia in different tissues, underlining similarities and differences.